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Decision-making in plants

Flowering & Seed Dormancy

Use multiple inputs from environment

Irreversible



How do plant organs process information 
from the environment?



A computational perspective of plant 
development

Formalizing the system:

Inputs – Signals from the environment

Outputs – Transitions (developmental, cell fate)

Software – Genetically-encoded programs 

Hardware – Cellular context which programs are executed



Distributed computation in plant organs

Mobile agents of computation:

Ions, peptides, mRNA, miRNA, 
proteins, hormones, etc



Is information processed in plants in a 
distributed fashion? 



Stomata



Tradeoffs in stomatal behaviour

OPEN CLOSED

Acquire CO2

Lose H20

Cannot acquire CO2

Conserve H20



Patchy Dynamics in Stomata

Mott and Buckey, 2000



Collective behavior in stomata

Distributed computation:

Gacs-Kurdyumov-Levin CA Peak et al.2004 PNAS 



Information processing in seeds 

Bassel 2016, Trends in Plant Science

Computation
Multiple inputs
Single output



Hormone Thresholding

Mutual inhibition:
Creates a discontinuous switch

ABA GA

Where do these events take place in the 
dormant embryo?

Generate reporters for genetic components

Localize to create a cellular resolution map in dormant 
seeds (digital single cell analysis)



Decision-making centre in a dormant seed

ABA/GA responses are spatially separated
Mutually antagonizing signaling centres

ABA
GA



Distributed information processing in 
human decision-making

Human motor movement:

Basal ganglia – cerebellum – cortex loop
Cerebral cortex

Basal Ganglia Cerebellum

Motor Neurons
(action)

- +

Spatial separation: time delay = 
filter noisy input

Speed v. Accuracy
Fitts (1954) J Exp PsycholBogacz et al. (2007) Trends in Cognitive Sciences



Do seeds filter variable inputs?
Dormant Arabidopsis seeds
Apply low temperature - dormancy-breaking treatment
Continuous or interrupted cold 



Variability as an instructive signal

Developmental context: noise needs to be filtered

In seeds: Variable environmental inputs are an instructive and 
not destructive signal

Predict changing seasons

Requires spatial separation of the signaling centres



Impact of communication rate

NPF3 – GA & ABA
transporter

Aggregation rate impacts
system behaviour



Plant hardware



Cells are glued together by shared cell walls - do not migrate

View them as an integrated system of interacting cells

Spatially constrained 3D cellular networks

Templates upon which information is processed

Plant organs



A Method to Map Global Cellular 
Connectivity

Discretization of cellular organization
Quantify patterning properties using 
network science
Whole organs fully presented (high 
confidence datasets



From confocal to network:
1.8 GB -> 160 kb
> 10,000x

Abstraction



Mapping Cellular Connectivity



Brenner Lab (White et al. 1985; Chalfie et al. 1986)

Wiring diagram of C. elegans nervous system

Topological analyses predict neuronal function

The C. elegans connectome



Organ circuit diagrams

Mapping global cellular interactions 

=
mapping cellular circuitry & predict information movement



Network-based analyses





Can we uncover structure-function 
relationships in plant organs using a 

connectionist approach?



Topological analysis of multicellular 
complexity in the hypocotyl



Two epidermal cell types are present:

• Trichoblast (H) : make root hairs and take up 
nutrients

• Atrichoblast (N): do no make root hairs

Why there are two cell types?

Anatomy



Path length in Arabidopsis epidermis

Cell Types

Degree

Betweenness
Centrality

Previously undescribed conduits of reduced path length 
are present in the non-hair cells of the epidermis



Molecular transport assays

Place seedlings onto media containing fluorescein

Image using confocal microscopy

Functional relevance



Topological proxy predicting molecular movement 
through complex organs at single cell resolution

Optimization in epidermal cell patterning for 
longitudinal molecular movement

Higher order properties of epidermal 
patterning



Higher order properties of multicellular patterning

Hair: uptake of solutes

Non-hair: receive and transport solutes. 

Division of labour

Bridging structure-function





Because plant cells cannot move:

Cells can only interact with their immediate neighbours

Limited topological potential (mechanics of cell shape)

Constraints in plant organs



Topological constraints



Plasmodesmata: cytoplasmic links between cells

Primary means of information flow through these 
multicellular systems

Communication rates are modulated across 
development and in response to the environment

Transcending topological constraints

Maule et al. 2012 



Why do plants do this?



Field Programmable Gate Arrays

Dynamically reconfigured circuits

Increase computational complexity





Transient connectivity optimization



A potential framework for rational 
distributed phytocomputation



Synthetic biology provides

Mobile aggregators (i.e. RNAs)

Plant genomes enjoy DNA

Software



Schürholz et al. 2018

Promoters to drive cell type-specific gene 
expression



Genetic tools to manipulate intercellular 
communication

Maule et al. 2012 



Cellular circuitry mapped via connectivity networks

Hardware

Design circuits controlling the production of mobile aggregators and 
intercellular communication
Output: developmental transitions, colour change, death



1) What are the computational limits in plants?

• What types of calculations can be made?

• What are the constraints?

2) What are the “optimal” decision-making topologies? 

• Has evolution converged on these solutions? 

3) How do plant organs reach decisions without centralized 
control?

• Which algorithms?

• How are they implemented?

Some Questions



Why does this matter?

The context that genetic programs operate within 
impacts their outputs

Necessary to understand these principles in order 
rationally and predictably reprogram multicellular 
systems, including crops

Currently no GMO success stories

Provide novel approaches to reengineer plant 
development



And why does that matter?

Our species relies upon plants (crops)

Climate change is compromising food security

Harness and enhance the predictive capacities of 
plants



Plants as an experimental system to 
understand information processing

Clearly defined inputs and outputs

Can easily generate fully represented whole organ 
cellular resolution connectomes

Easy to genetically manipulate cell communication & 
organization

Lack of ethical obstacles, i.e. routinely eat them alive

Now may have all we need to convert them into 
rational computing devices
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